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P r o f i l e

Passionate Christian Art Teacher dedicated to meeting each student 

where they are and nurturing creativity within a faith-based 

environment. Excited to weave biblical themes into art lessons and 

committed to inspiring students to express their faith through art, 

while promoting character development and artistic proficiency.
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Children’s Ministry Teacher

Bible Study Fellowship and Radiant Church  |  2021 - 2023


Volunteer roles as a classroom leader in various ministry settings 

where I prepared and taught Bible lessons and activities. 

Art Team Leader

ADEC  |  2014 - 2016


Oversaw the vocational art program across ADEC’s five day programs 

for adults with developmental and cognitive disabilities. 

This included teaching skills to clients to help them be independent 

and find self-fulfillment, pursuing new opportunities for clients to use 

their art in the community, and training staff on how to work with 

clients in drawing, painting and ceramics.

Graphic Designer

Gospel Echoes  |  2010 - 2013


Created original page layouts and designs used for Gospel Echoes 

Prison Ministry and their print shop. Corresponded with customers 

throughout design projects and prepared files for the printing press. 

269.762.1001 ashleymarie0618@gmail.com 6331 W Q Ave. Kalamazoo, MI 49009



A s h l e y  W e i a n d t

Welcome to my portfolio!

Hello, I am a passionate Art Teacher



Teaching Philosophy
I aim to empower students to embrace their identity as creative beings made in the 

image of God. Regardless of where their interests and skills lie, I endeavor to meet them 

there and provide a nurturing environment where they feel free to explore their artistic 

interests and develop their unique artistic voice. To achieve this, I strive to create 

lessons that engage students in meaningful art experiences, allowing them to 

experiment with various techniques, materials, and concepts.



About Me

I come from a loving family that has always encouraged me to pursue my artistic 

interests. That has carried over into my role as a wife and mother, where I love to 

include art into our everyday lives. My husband, Andrew, and I have two sons. Our 

oldest, Owen, is a Kindergartener at Kalamazoo Christian and our youngest, Landon, will 

attend next year. Individually and as a family, we strive to reflect Christ’s love to the 

world around us. 



In my free time you can find me spending time with my family, playing games, gardening, 

hiking in nature, and of course experimenting with new art techniques. I’m excited about 

an opportunity to share my passion for creativity with the students at Kalamazoo 

Christian. 



Art Lesson Plans

01.



Kindergarten Art Lesson Plan 


Drop Cloth Self Portrait



Objective:  

Students will create self portraits, showcasing their unique personalities, using drop cloth 
material,  watercolors and sharpies.  


Materials Needed

 Drop Clot
 Sharpie
 Chalk Marker
 Liquid Watercolor
 Droppers/Pipette
 Paint brushe
 Smocks or old t-shirts to protect clothin
 Table cloth or old newspapers to protect tables  


Lesson Procedure

 Begin the lesson by guiding the students in drawing one facial feature at a time with their 
sharpie on the plastic side of the drop cloth.
 Head: oval shape that takes up most of the pape
 Neck and shoulders: 2 basic line
 Eyes: should be placed about halfway down the head. Have the students use their fingers 

to measure the width of their eye. Then compare that measurement with the width between 
their eyes - it’s about the same! Instruct students to draw football shaped eyes with a circle 
inside

 Nose: starts at the inside corner of the eye and ends halfway between the eyes and chin
 Mouth: ask students what different shapes their mouth can make depending on their mood. 

Students can decide what emotion they want to convey when drawing their mouth

 Encourage students to add hair, ears, accessories and details with sharpies and chalk markers

 Turn the drop cloth over to the absorbent side and begin to add color. Encourage students to 
experiment with adding liquid watercolor with droppers and brushes. Point out areas where 
colors mix and create new colors. 


Conclusion

 Gather students together to discuss their self portraits. Point out similarities and differences

 Ask: Wouldn’t it be boring if everyone's artwork looked exactly the same? It is fun to see 
everyone’s different perspectives and personalities. Just like everyone’s self portrait is unique, 
God makes each of us unique. God is our creator and He loves the way He created each of us! 
We all have special features and personalities and God loves you just the way you are. You are 
each beautiful! 



Kindergarten Art Lesson: Images capturing the Drop Cloth Self Portrait project.



2nd Grade Art Lesson Plan



Exploring Color and Emotion through Watercolor Painting



Objective:  

Students will learn about the relationship between colors and emotions by creating watercolor 
paintings that express different feelings.  


Materials Needed

 Watercolor paint
 Watercolor pape
 Brushe
 Water cup
 Paper towel
 Pencil
 Crayons or oil pastels  


Lesson Procedure

 Begin the lesson by discussing with the students the idea that colors can evoke different 
emotions. Ask questions like, "How does the color blue make you feel?" or "What emotions do 
you associate with the color red?"  Discuss with the students how colors, shapes, and 
expressions in artwork convey emotions

 Distribute watercolor paper, paints, brushes, and water cups to each student

 Instruct students to think about a specific emotion they want to express in their painting. They 
can choose from a list of emotions provided by the teacher or come up with their own

 Encourage students to use colors, shapes, and brushstrokes to convey the chosen emotion in 
their artwork. For example, they might use warm colors like red and orange for happiness, cool 
colors like blue and green for calmness, or dark colors like black and gray for sadness

 Allow students to experiment with different painting techniques, such as blending colors, 
layering washes, or creating texture with salt.  


Conclusion: 


Once students have completed their watercolor paintings, gather them together for a group 
discussion. Have students share their artwork with the class and explain the emotions they were 
trying to convey. Remind students that we can always go to God with our emotions, no matter 
what they are, and He will be with us through them.



4th Grade Art Lesson Plan



Lego Self Portrait



Objective:  

Students will create lego-inspired self portraits.  


Materials Needed

 Large white drawing pape
 Penci
 Black Sharpie
 Colored Pencils/crayons/marker
 Lego Mini Figurines  


Lesson Procedure

 Begin the lesson by looking at lego mini figurines and talking about the different characteristics 
of them

 Instruct the students to draw the basic shapes of a lego figurine on their paper using a pencil. 
The head as a rounded square, the body as a trapezoid, the legs as rectangles, the arms as 
pentagons cut in half, and so on

 Once their outline is finished, have them begin adding details to the hair, face and clothing that 
represent themselves.

 Instruct students to go over their pencil drawings with black sharpie, and then begin coloring 
their lego drawing in with their preferred coloring material

 Students may add backgrounds to their drawing to further emphasize their personalities and 
interests

 Encourage students to experiment with shade and value to bring dimension to their lego self 
portraits.   


Conclusion: 


Once students have completed their drawings, invite them to share their artwork with the class. 
Discuss and celebrate the parts of their drawing that represent their individual uniqueness. 



Lesson Plan



Hand Built Slab Vase



Objective:  

Students will create a hand built vase out of clay 

with textures and meaningful words.  


Materials Needed

 Cla
 Clay tool
 Roller
 Stencils and textured item
 Shape pattern
 Letter stamp
 Glaz
 Brushe
 Sponges  


Lesson Procedure

 Begin the lesson by talking about our identity in Christ and how God is the potter and we are the clay. He 
has created us and continues to shape us. Have students discuss words that God says over us and words 
that describe who He made us to be. Have students choose a word that they want to represent in their clay 
vessel

 Give each student a ball of clay and instruct them on how to wedge their clay

 Have them each roll out their clay so that it is a flat slab about 1/4 inch thick

 Let students choose from stencils and textures to press designs into their clay. Offer the option of drawing 
their own design into the clay. Remind them to consider their word when designing

 With the rectangular and circle shape patterns, have students trace and cut out the walls and bottom of 
the vase

 With the leftover clay, instruct students to stamp their word into the surface of the clay and then cut it out

 Now that they have all of the pieces of their vase, instruct them on how to score and attach the pieces 
together using slip

 Once projects have dried some and are more sturdy, students may smooth out and perfect areas

 After pieces have dried out completely and been bisque fired, instruct students on glazing their vases with 
color of their choice.   


Conclusion: 


Once vases have been glaze fired, go over all the techniques used to get this piece to its finished state. 
Discuss again how God is the potter and we are the clay. He takes great care in creating us each unique and 
special. Allow students to share with each other their vase and what word they chose.



Student Work
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Charlie’s Pencil Drawing: Initially uninterested in art, Charlie discovered 

a passion for drawing bicycles with my guidance. My idea to use his 

design as a fundraiser tee was a huge accomplishment and pride for him 

and it is now sold at the agency’s local coffee shop.



Mixed Media: I taught accessible art techniques such as painting with 

handmade bubble wrap stamps, scraping paint across canvas, and filling 

shapes with pieces of glued scrap paper.



Mixed Media: Artwork progression with paper scrap collage and sponge brush painting.



Commissioned Artwork: I led four students through the process of submitting 

proposals, planning a design and finally creating large paintings commissioned for 

display at a new hotel. 

While the application 
seemed exhaustive, 
Ashley knew this would 
be a great opportunity 
for a few of her artists.

Ashley worked with each artist to decide on a 
project to fit his or her skills. For some of the 
projects, they used unconventional methods 
to achieve the desired shapes and textures to 
make the paintings more interesting.



Mixed Media: I instructed students on how to scrape black paint across the white forms 

to create birch trees. Students also did abstract paintings on coffee filters, which were 

then cut into bird shapes and glued onto the canvas.



Teaching Ceramics: I provided instruction in wheel throwing, hand building, and glazing, 

helping each student foster their independence in creating ceramic pieces.



Students’ Ceramics



ADEC Article: ADEC article that showcased my love for my job and the people I work 

with. It highlights an annual benefit dinner that I helped ADEC contribute ceramic bowls 

towards.

Ashley has learned how to 
modify projects and empower 
ADEC clients to create art as 
independently as possible.

“I’ve had to get to know the clients and 
see what they’re capable of.” Ashley 
explained.“ And I’ve had to learn how to 
adapt. It’s been challenging, but fun.”



Rain Barrels: I helped students customize rain barrels for customers.



Mixed Media: In painting sessions, I encouraged students to express their individual 

tastes, resulting in this collaborative piece that combines three distinct styles.



Mixed Media Art Lessons



Personal Work
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Pencil Drawing



Pencil Drawing



Pencil Drawing



Pencil Drawing: Commissioned drawing for fingerprint wedding guestbook.



Colored Pencil Drawing 



Acrylic Painting



Acrylic Painting



Ceramic Mug Set

Ceramic Owls



Ceramic Vase

Ceramic Rooster



Graphic Design: 

Wedding invitation with 

corresponding RSVP


and Bridal Shower 

Invitation



Graphic Design: Bridal Shower Invitation and wedding invitation



Graphic Design: Easter flyer design for New Life Church’s Children’s Ministry.



Graphic Design: New Life Church volunteer badges I designed.


